This paper presents a set of new formulations for the Flying Sidekick Traveling Salesman Problem, where a truck and a drone cooperate to deliver parcels to customers minimizing the completion time. The new formulations improve the results of the literature by solving to optimality several benchmark instances for which an optimal solution was previously unknown. A matheuristic algorithm, strongly based on the new models, is also discussed. Experimental results show that this method is able to provide good quality solutions in short time even for the larger instances, on which the mathematical models struggle to provide either good heuristic solution or strong lower bounds.
Introduction
The use of aerial drones or unmanned aerial vehicles is gaining more and more relevance in several non military fields, from precision agriculture, to logistics operations, to catastrophic events management, etc. Their use to a large and diverse set of applications is due to the advantages that result from their flexibility, agility, and usability mainly due to the small size and the fact that no human is needed on board. Drone applications can be divided, roughly, into two: the collection of data and information, and the movimentation of goods. This last case is the one that interests us, in particular, we consider a problem linked to parcels delivery. The boom of e-commerce and the promise of faster and faster deliveries has provided a challenging task to e-commerce and express delivery companies. Among the first companies exploring the use of drones in parcel deliveries one can mention Alibaba, Alphabet, Amazon and JD.com. We address the reader to a recent survey on optimization approaches for drones in the civil sector by Otto et. al. [1] .
In this paper we consider the Flying Sidekick Traveling Salesman Problem, a problem where parcels are delivered to customers either by a truck or (if possible) by a drone. The two vehicles work coupled such that the drone can leave and must return to the truck after visiting one customer, performing flights not exceeding its battery endurance. The synchronization among the two vehicles is essential and the completion time at the end of the operations should be minimized. We propose some enhanced mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations for the problem, in particular: a three indexed and a pair of two indexed formulations. For two of the formulations we introduce a set of variables that account for the drone presence on the truck -this helps in avoiding infeasible drone flights -while for the third one we consider this explicitly with a set of constraints, the element of which are separated in a branch-and-cut fashion. Another novelty with respect to previous works is that in all the proposed formulation we use only one set of timing variables for both the truck and the drone to account for synchronization. We also introduce a simple matheuristic method strictly based on the new formulations, which is shown work well especially on larger instances, for which the formulations encounter scalability issues.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss upon the most relevant related literature, while in Section 3 we formally describe the problem. New mathematical formulations and their implementations are described in Sections 4. Section 5 describes a matheuristic algorithm strongly related to the previous formulations. Extensive computational results are presented in Section 6. Section 7 finally concludes the paper.
Related literature
The Flying Sidekick Traveling Salesman Problem (FSTSP) is a generalization of the (TSP) and the vehicle routing problem (VRP), and thus is a NP-hard problem. The amount of literature that considers optimization problems related to drones or trucks and drones is limited but it has been experiencing a boom in the last few years.
We start our review by considering the problems that Otto et al. [1] classify as Drones and vehicles performing independent tasks. Murray and Chu [2] propose the parallel drone scheduling TSP (PDSTSP), where a fleet of drones can serve customers only departing from the depot. The remaining customers are served by a truck. They propose MILP formulations and simple greedy heuristics for both problems. Mbiadou Saleu et al. [3] propose a two step iterative heuristic based on dynamic programming for the same problem, while Dell'Amico at al. [4] propose some matheuristic approaches. Ulmer and Thomas [5] study a dynamic variant of the PDSTSP called the Same-day delivery with heterogeneous fleets of drones and vehicles, where requests arrive dynamically and they need to be allocated to drones or truck maximizing the number of served customers. They solve the problem with an approximate dynamic programming known as parametric policy function approximation. Sawadsitang et al. [6] propose the joint ground and aerial package delivery service, that can be considered as a PDSTSP with uncertainty and multiple trucks that they represent as a three stage stochastic model. They solve the model with an L-shaped method. The following papers consider the coupled interventions of drones and trucks. Savuran and Karakaya [7] study a problem where a truck follows a linear path, in the meanwhile a drone is launched from the truck and must return to the truck after performing a, let's say, open TSP to visit all the targets. They solve the problem with a genetic algorithm. Boysen et al. [8] consider a fixed truck route where the truck represents a loading platform for the drones. The truck and the drone can wait for each other. Mourelo Ferrandez et al. [9] and Chang and Lee [10] independently propose works that couple drones and a truck. A set of delivery customers is given, and these custmers are clusterized by using a K-means method. Thus a TSP is solved among the centroid of each cluster that are the points where the truck stops to launch one or more drones. The TSP part is solved with a genetic algorithm. Campbell et al. [11] and Carlsson and Song [12] treat problems with trucks and drones where, differently from other papers, the demand is continuously distributed. A two-echelon related problem is the one solved by Boysen et al. [13] that considers terrestrial robots coupled with a truck. The truck can follow a path where only the starting point is decided and can travel among depots, to collect new robots, or drop-off points, to leave robots. Robots can leave the truck, serve customers, and return to one of the depots. The objective is to minimize the weighted number of late deliveries. They propose MILP model and a multi start local search algorithm.
We consider, now, routing problems where trucks are equipped with drones, both vehicles can be used to deliver packages to customers, and synchronization is important. Otto et al. [1] classify these problems under the name Drones and vehicles as synchronized working units.
The Flying sidekick TSP and the TSP with drone
Murray and Chu [2] define and study the Flying sidekick traveling salesman problem (FSTSP). In the FSTSP the truck and the drone can cooperate to serve customers. In this case the drone starts from its vehicle in a vertex of the network (launch), performs a delivery to a customer, and returns to the truck (rendezvous) in a vertex of the network. The truck and the drone must be synchronized and thus wait for each other. The objective function is normally to minimize the completion time. Customers can be visited only once, and some customers can be visited only by the truck because their request cannot be fulfilled by the drone. The drone cannot return at the launching point. Agatz et al. [14] solve the TSP with Drone (TSP-D). In this case each customer has to be visited at least once by one of the vehicles, but they can be visited more than once by the truck if it is convenient for drone launching and return. Launching and rendezvous can coincide. Some vertices cannot be visited by drones. Endurance is unlimited and launching and rendezvous times are considered negligible. The authors present an ILP model and propose route first-cluster second heuristics based on local search and dynamic programming. Bouman et al. [15] solve the TSP-D with dynamic programming. Ha et al. [16] also use the name TSP-D, albeit in this case nodes cannot be visited multiple times and launch and rendezvous of a sortie are not allowed to happen at the same vertex. The authors declare that the considered problem shared the FSTSP characteristics, but they called it TSP-D. They propose two heuristic algorithms: a route first-cluster second one and a cluster first-route second one. In [17] , the same authors solve a similar problem with a different objective function, made of four components, each one with a weight: the total distance traveled by the truck, the one travelled by the drone, and the waiting time of the truck and the drone. They present a MILP based on Murray and Chu's one and two heuristics. Ha et al. [18] propose a genetic algorithm to solve both the minimum time and the minimum cost problems. Liu et al. [19] solved the TSP-D with a genetic algorithm that keeps truck of both the minimum time and the minimum energy solutions. Ponza's thesis [20] tackles the FSTSP proposing a modified MILP formulation with respect to the Murray and Chu's [2] one and solve it with a simulated annealing algorithm. The new formulation, with respect to the FSTPS one, among the other few differences, does not allow the drone to wait at customers nodes. de Freitas Penna [21] propose a randomized variable neighborhood descent (VND) for the FSTSP that starts form a TSP solved with Concorde. Some customers are then allocated to the drones. Afterwards they apply five neighborhood in a VND framework. In [22] , the same authors propose a general Variable Neighborhood Search algorithm for the FSTSP that is a similar to the previous one. Poikonen et al. [23] propose a branch-and-bound for the TSP-D. Yurek and Ozmutlu [24] propose a decomposition-based iterative heuristic for the TSP-D. They work on instances with up to 20 customers, with the exact methods able to solve instances up to 12 customers. Jeong et al. [25] solve the FSTSP with energy consumption and no fly zones. This problem accounts for the parcel weight on drone energy consumption and the drone cannot fly over some restricted flying areas. They propose a MILP formulation based on the Murray and Chu one and an evolutionary based heuristic. Marinelli et al. [26] study the en-route TSP-D, where drone can start and return on the arcs travelled by the truck. The launch and return points are decided so to minimize the waiting times. They solve the proposed problem with a GRASP based on the method by Ha et al. [17] where the initial solution is obtained with the Lin-Kernighan algorithm.
Multiple trucks and drones
Wang et al. [27] define the vehicle routing problem with drones (VRPD), where a homogeneous fleet of trucks equipped with a not necessary unitary number of drones delivers parcels to customers. Drones can be launched from trucks at depot or at any customer vertex. Each drone must return to the same truck and also at the same node where it has been launched. Poikonen et al. [28] extend the worst-case results considering different metrics for trucks and drones, considering limited drone batteries, and evaluating different objective functions. Daknama and Kraus [29] present and solve the Vehicle routing with drones where multiple vehicles and drones can be used for deliveries. They minimize the average delivery times instead of the completion time. No mathematical model is presented, but they solve the problem by first solving a multiple TSP heuristically and then introducing drones. Local search procedures are thus applied to improve the solution.
Problem Description
The FSTSP, firstly defined by Murray and Chu [2] , is the problem of serving a set of customers C = {1, . . . , c} with either a truck or a drone. The truck starts from the depot 0 and returns to the final depot c + 1, and is equipped with a flying drone that can be used to serve one customer at a time, in parallel to the truck. A drone service is called sortie, defined by a launching node, a served customer, and a rendezvous node. All customers of C can be served by the truck, but only a subset C ⊆ C can be served by the drone with a sortie. The problem is built on digraph G = (N, A), where the set N = {0, 1, . . . , c + 1} represents all the nodes, while we define N 0 = {0, 1, . . . , c} and N + = {1, . . . , c + 1}. Let A be the set of all the arcs (i, j), i ∈ N 0 , j ∈ N + , i = j. Each arc (i, j) is associated with two nonnegatives traveling times: τ T ij and τ D ij , that represent the time for traveling that arc by the truck and by the drone, respectively. The travel time matrices of the drone and the truck are normally different. Nodes 0 and c+1 represent the same physical point, the depot, and the traveling time between them is set to 0. Serving times at customers for both drone and truck are included in the travel times, while the time for preparing the drone at launch is given by σ L and the rendezvous time is given by σ R . No launch time is considered when the sortie starts form the depot. The drone have a battery limit (endurance) of E time units, that constraints its use. Rendezvous time σ R contributes to the endurance computation while σ L does not, since the drone lies on the truck when it is prepared for the launch.
A sortie is formally defined by a triplet i, j, k , (i = j = k) where i ∈ N 0 is the launching node, j ∈ C the customer to serve, and k ∈ N + the rendezvous node. Let F be the set of all sorties that can be performed within the endurance time E (τ D ij + τ D jk + σ R ≤ E). The drone can be launched from the truck only when the truck is stopped at a customer or at the depot; the drone cannot leave the depot before the truck starts its route. The truck can keep serving customers while the drone is performing a sortie. A synchronization is required: the vehicle (drone or truck) that arrives first at a rendezvous point has to wait for the other. The objective of the optimization is to minimize the completion time, that is the moment when the last vehicle arrives at the depot.
Formulations
In the following we propose three new formulations for the FSTSP. In the first model sorties are represented as 3-indexed variables, in the last two as two-indexed variables. The novelty of these models is that we use only one set of time variables with respect to formerly presented formulations, that used one set of time variables for the truck and one for the drone. We thus halved the number of time variables. The new time variables are used to model synchronization and compute waiting times. They are not needed in the objective function and thus we can write more compact models. Another novelty is that in the first two formulations we include a binary variable that states the position of the drone with respect to the truck. This helps in avoiding crossing sorties (see below). In the third formulation we manage crossing sorties by means of a set of constraints included in the model.
A 3-indexed Formulation
The first formulation we present, 3IF, is built on the formulation DMN proposed by Dell'Amico et al. [30] , where the truck route is represented making use of the variable x ij = 1 if the node j ∈ N + is visited after node i ∈ N 0 , j = i, and 0 otherwise. The drone sorties are represented by a three indexed variable y ijk , i, j, k ∈ F , that equals 1 if the sortie is performed, 0 otherwise. Non-negative variables w i represent the time that the truck waits for the drone at node i ∈ N . Non-negative variables t i , i ∈ N are used to represent the time synchronization and identifies one of the novelties of this model. Another novelty is the variable z i that equals 1 if the drone is on the truck at node i ∈ N , 0 otherwise. In the following we describe the formulation 3IF step by step.
Objective function
The objective function (1) aims at minimizing the arrival of truck and drone at the final depot. We clarify that the drone can arrive at the depot after the truck and this is described by the waiting time variable w c+1 . The completion time can be decomposed into the truck route traveling time, the time needed for launching and collecting a drone, and the time the truck waits for the drone.
Customer covering
Constraints (2) and (3) enforce one of the two vehicles to serve each customer exactly once.
Truck routing constraints
In (4) we impose that the truck starts and finishes its journey at the depots.
Note that the combination of (2) and (3) also implies the flow conservation for the truck, i.e.,
Timing constraints
In order to guarantee the timing constraints, we impose constraints (6) to ensure that, if arc (i, j) is traveled by the truck, then the time in j is at least the time in i plus the time needed for traveling the arc. In (7) we assure that if there is a sortie i, k, j then the time t j should be at least t i plus the time for performing the sortie. If the drone arrives after the truck at the rendezvous point, then the truck must wait at least the difference between the arrival time of the drone and the arrival time of the truck in that node, that is imposed by constraint (8) . Note that if the drone arrives before the truck, it waits while flying, this waiting time is absorbed by time t j of constraint (6) , which is included in the truck route in the objective function.
Note that the launching and rendezvous service times are not considered in those constraints because it is not necessary to include them in our variables t. Indeed, launching and rendezvous service times should be included in both the truck and drone timing constraints (6) and (7), however they have no effect in the computation of the waiting times (8) since they appear as a constant in both the truck and drone time. Constraints (6) and (7) also have the side effect of avoiding backward sorties, i.e. sorties i, k, j ∈ F such that node j in visited by the truck before node i. In contrast with the other models in the literature, t variables do not represent the exact time of visiting one node, but they allow the model to respect the truck-drone timing, to compute the waiting times, and allow us to obtain a more compact model.
Drone battery endurance constraints
In next constraint (9) we assure that if a sortie i, j, k is performed, the elapsed time from the launch to the rendezvous respects the drone endurance E. The rendezvous service time σ R is included in the drone time.
x-z and y-z linking constraints Constraints (10) state that a drone can be on the truck at node i if the truck enters node i or, in turn, using (5) , that the truck exits node i. Constraints (11) state that a sortie can start in i if variable z i equals 1. Those constraints, in addition with constraints (12) are also used to avoid crossing sorties. A pair of sorties i, j, k , i , j , k ∈ F are called crossing if i is visited by the truck before i , but k is not visited before i . In other words, the second sortie starts before the first one is terminated. Constraints (12) regulate z variables, modeling the presence of the drone over the truck route. Consider the first node i on the truck route from which starts a sortie i, k, l ∈ F and arc (i, j) ∈ A such that x ij = 1. No sortie can arrive in node j (apart from the one starting in node i) since (6) and (7) forbid backward sorties. Hence, given z i = 1 because of (11), (12) impose z j = 0, while if the sortie that starts in i returns in j, z j can take value 1, which means that a new sortie can start in j. Coming back to the general case, where the sortie do not return in j, the z variables along the path after the sortie launch in i and before the rendezvous in l remain to value 0, imposing that no other sortie can start until the truck reaches node l where the drone returns. After that, the z variables can take value 1, which means that a new sortie can start.
Variable bounds
A 2-indexed Formulation
Formulation 2IF is based on the formulation DMN2 presented in Dell'Amico et al. [30] . Similarly to the previous model, the main difference with DMN2 is that 2IF makes use of only one set of time variables to represent synchronization, halving the number of time variables and diminishing the number of 'big-M' constraints required. The other main difference is the use of a binary variable z representing the presence or absence of the drone on the truck along the route. We model the truck route as in the 3IF; however, in this formulation we model the sorties with a pair of two-indexed binary variables: one for the launch and one for the rendezvous. Variable − → g ij takes value 1 if the drone is launched in i ∈ N 0 and serves the customer j ∈ C and ← − g jk is 1 if the drone returns to node k ∈ N + after visiting customer j ∈ C . To reduce the variables we preliminary fix to zero all those corresponding to arcs with flying time exceeding the battery limit, i.e., we set −
We also fix to zero variables that do not allow to complete a feasible drone fly:
are the same as for the previous model.
In formulation 2IF truck routing constraints are the same as for (4) and (5) . We also import form 3IF the timing constraints (6) and (8), constraint (10) , and variable bounds (13)- (16) . The remaining components are as follows.
Objective function
The objective function (18) is the adjustment of (1) to the new sets of variables.
Customer covering
Constraints (19) and (20) impose that all customers must be served either by the truck or by the drone:
Timing constraints In addition to constraints (6) and (8), we impose constraints (21) and (22) to update the times of the two components of a sortie (launch and rendezvous) separately.
Drone battery endurance constraint If a sortie is performed then its total time should respect the battery endurance, as for constraints (23) .
Sortie congruence Constraints (24) impose that if a drone serves a customer then it must also return to the truck.
x-z and g-z linking constraints Similarly to previous formulation and in addition to constraints (10), we use (25) to impose that a sortie can start in node i only if z i = 1 and (26) to avoid crossing sorties:
Variable bounds
In addition to (13)- (16), we introduce the constraint on variables g:
Inequalities
The following inequalities (28) are a relaxed version of constraint (23), they avoid sorties longer than the maximum endurance. Notwithstanding this version of the constraint does not take into account the drone waiting time in case it arrives to the rendezvous point before the truck, it has a strong impact on the solution time of the model, since it is not affected by large constants (M ).
These constraints are used for the experiments reported in Section 6.
A modified 2-indexed Formulation
In this section we present a mathematical formulation built upon the formulation 2IF with the difference that variables z are not necessary anymore to avoid infeasible sorties. For doing so we make use of the crossing sorties elimination constraints proposed by Dell'Amico et al. [30] . These constraints are exponentially many and we separate them in a branch-and-cut (BC) fashion. We refer to this formulation as 2IF-BC.
The set of variables used is the same as in 2IF, with the exclusion of variables z. The following constraints are added to (4)-(6), (8), (13) , (14) ,(16), (18)-(24), (27):
x-g coupling constraints Since this formulation does not make use of z variables, we need to impose that a sortie can start and end in one node only if the truck is there, respectively:
Crossing Sorties Elimination Constraints
To avoid crossing sorties we need to impose the inequalities (31) , that we report in its tournament version hereafter (see [30] for details). Let i ∈ N 0 , l ∈ C be the starting and ending vertices of the truck path P from i to l and P = {v (1), v(2), . . . , v(q)} with v(1) = i, v(q) = l. We assume that exist two sorties defined by − → g ij > 0 and − → g lm > 0 and that there is no node k ∈ P \ {i, l} with ← − g jk > 0. In this case the second sortie starts before the first sortie is terminated an the following "tournament" crossing sorties elimination holds:
where P defines the set of all the paths with the described characteristics.
Trivial infeasible sorties avoidance
We finally impose the following constraints to avoid infeasibilities:
A Random Restart Local Search matheuristic algorithm
In this section we propose a matheuristic Random Restart Local Search (RRLS) algorithm (see, e.g., [31] ) that takes advantage of the abilities of the MILP solver to provide high quality heuristic solutions, once a truck tour has been identified, and under some super-imposed precedence constraints among customers.
The idea is to optimize the truck tour with state-of-the-art heuristics as a classic TSP, and to delegate the MILP model 2IF to insert drone missions into such a truck tour, with the additional constraint that the visiting of the customers has to fulfil the order imposed by the TSP solution previously calculated.
Once a FSTSP solution is provided, an iterative mechanism is entered, where the new truck tour returned by the MILP solver (and typically not covering all the customers) is reoptimized by a TSP solver and passed again to the MILP. Once a local minimum is reached, the algorithm restarts from a new TSP solution calculated by adding some random noise to the distances, in order to increase the exploration of the FSTSP search space. The algorithm stops when a given computation time has elapsed.
The method can be formally described through the following pseudocode:
1. Bestcost = +∞ 2. A TSP instance with the customers of the FSTSP is solved with the algorithm LKH [32] , obtaining a sequence of customers s such that customer s i is in position i in the sequence. (Note that at this stage the tour s covers all the customers, while in the next steps this might not be always the case.) 3. The MILP model 2IF described in Section 4.2 is then solved with the following additional constraints:
The computation is eventually truncated after 30 seconds (or once a feasible solution is retrieved if this time does not suffice), and a solution Sol with cost c(Sol) is stored. Let s denote the sequence of customers visited by the truck in Sol. 4. If c(Sol) < Bestcost then Bestcost = c(Sol) and Bestsol = Sol. 5. Algorithm LKH [32] is run on the customers contained in the sequence s to improve the truck tour, obtaining the optimized sequence s. 6. If s ≡ s then a new TSP route is generated by running algorithm LKH [32] on an temporary graph with artificial travel times t T ij = (1 + rand(0, 0.5))t T ij , where rand(0, 0.5) is a random number between 0 and 0.5. The idea is to restart the local search from a different area of the search space. 7. If the exit criterion is not met (this is typically a maximum computation time), go to step 3.
Computational Experiments
The algorithms have been implemented in ANSI C. The mathematical models have been solved by Gurobi 8.1 on an Intel Core i3-2100 CPU, with 3.10 GHz and 8.00 GB of RAM. Formulation 3IF and 2IF have been solved directly by the solver, while 2IF-BC required a branch-and-cut implementation, since it includes constraints (31) , that are exponentially many. To separate these constraints, we have considered the residual graph G = (N, A ) obtained from G by selecting the only arcs associated with a non zero variable (x, − → g , ← − g ) in the continuous relaxation of the model. For the crossing sorties elimination constraints we explore the graph starting from depot 0, until a truck path violating one of the constraints is identified, if any. After preliminary computational tests, we have observed that formulation 2IF-BC benefited from separating these constraints only for integer solutions. In such a case the overall procedure has a time complexity O(|A |). The matheuristic algorithm has been solved on a Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2620 v4 2.10 GHz. All computation times are obtained with single thread runs. The CPU marks on single thread based on the results in https://www.cpubenchmark.net/ for the two used machines are very similar, being 1.584 and 1.547, respectively.
Small Instances
We first run our methods on the 72 randomly generated benchmark instances proposed by Murray and Chu [2] , with 10 customers and the endurance E set to either 20 or 40. In Table 1 one can find the results of our methods for E = 20, and in Table 2 the results for E = 40. In the Tables we report the instance name, the optimal solution value (for instances '37v5', '37v9', '37v10', and '43v9' with E = 20 and for instances '37v1', '37v5', '37v6', '37v8', '37v9', '37v10', '40v4', '43v1', '43v5', '43v6', and '43v9' with E = 40 documented here for the first time), and the time needed by each of the exact methods to certify a solution. We also report the gap, calculated as gap% = 100 · (cost(RRLS) − opt)/opt, of the solutions provided by the heuristic RRLS, for which a maximum computation time of 20 seconds was considered.
The results of Table 1 indicate a clear ranking of the formulations, with 2IF-BC able to converge faster than the other models, followed by 2IF and 3IF. The RRLS algorithm provides high quality results (gap always below 5% with a majority of optimal solutions retrieved), with a computation time that is drastically shorter than the exact methods. The exam of Table 2 substantially supports the same conclusions, although here formulation 2IF converges faster than 2IF-BC for some of the instances. This can be intuitively explained by considering that with E = 40 the drone has more freedom, and therefore more cuts need to be iteratively separated. It is worth observing that instance '43v5' with E = 40 appears to be an outlier, requiring higher solving times. An optimal solution is depicted in Figure 1 , where the truck route is the sequence (0, 10, 9, 8, 1, 5, 6, 7, 4, 11) , while the two sorties are 0, 2, 1 and 1, 3, 11 . This instance is hard to solve due to the large number of possible feasible sorties and to the closeness of customers among them and to the depot. This allows to have many possible feasible solutions with similar cost, if not with the very same one, e.g. (0,4,,6,5,1,8,9,10,11), 0, 3, 1 , and 1, 2, 11 . We believe that this impacts on the convergence speed of the algorithm.
Medium Instances
Since all small size instances could be solved to optimality, we challenged our methods by testing them with instances having more than 10 customers. In Murray and Chu [2] , the authors propose a set of 120 instances with 20 customers for the PDSTSP that could be easily adapted to the FSTSP. We used the same values as for the small size instances for σ L = σ R = 1 and we set the endurance to 20 and 40 unit times. A total of 120 instances with E = 20 and 120 instances with E = 40 were thus obtained.
In Table 3 and Table 4 we report the results achieved by the most promising models (2IF and 2IF-BC) and by RRLS on the set of medium instances, with endurance E = 20 and E = 40, respectively. For 2IF and 2IF-BC we report the upper bound retrieved with a maximum computation time of 3600 seconds, and the optimality gap (calculated as optgap% = 100 · (U B − LB)/LB, where UB and LB are the upper and lower bounds found by the method) at the end of the given time. For the heuristic RRLS, we report the gap with respect to the best upper bound (Best U B ) retrieved by either 2IF or 2IF-BC and calculated as gapU B% = 100 · (U B − Best U B )/Best U B . A maximum computation time of 720 seconds was considered for RRLS in this case. At the end of the tables we report the average of optgap% and gapU B%, the average computing times, and the number of optima obtained by the exact methods, while for the RRLS we report the number of solutions with the same value of the best of the upper bounds and the number of improved solutions. Table 3 suggests that 2IF and 2IF-BC are able to obtain good results on the instances of this set when E = 20. In particular, 2IF-BC performs on average better both in terms of best heuristic solution retrieved and optimality gap, although in some cases 2IF finds better heuristic solutions. Model 2IF-BC is able to close 50 instances, while 2IF stops at 28. RRLS performs well on all the instances in the given time, with small gaps and 5 heuristic solutions improving those of the other methods. The results of Table 4 , where the endurance E is increased to 40, show a different behaviour. The exact methods have much larger optimality gaps, and only 2IF-BC is able to solve merely 2 instances, while 2IF fails in all cases. Comparing the two approaches, now for several instances 2IF has better heuristic results and gaps than 2IF-BC, and an explanation for such a behaviour is the same already provided in Section 6.1: by increasing the freedom of the drone, 2IF-BC requires to separate much more constraints. On the other hand, 2IF-BC always provides better lower bounds than 2IF. When analyzing the results provided by RRLS, it can now be observed that there is an improvement over those retrieved by the other methods in 89 cases, and the improvement is often substantial. This can be interpreted as a signal that when the exact methods reach their limit, RRLS can represent a valid method to retrieve good quality solutions.
Large Instances
Medium instances appear to be already challenging for the proposed exact methods, however we intended to test the algorithms on larger instances, especially to understand how RRLS scales up. To do so we used the benchmark instances based on the TSPLIB that Mbiadou Saleu et al. [3] proposed for the PDSTSP that were easily adapted to the FSTSP. We selected those between 48 and 101 customers, with several percentage of drone eligible nodes (where 0% means that no node can be visited by drone resulting in a TSP instance, and 100% means that all nodes can be served by the drone), with several drone speeds, and with different depot locations. A total of 33 instances is considered.
We compare the best exact algorithms, 2IF and 2IF-BC (run for at most 3600 seconds), and the matheuristic RRLS (with a maximum time of 720 seconds). Results are presented in Table 5 where an instance is characterized by the starting TSPLIB problem, the percentage of drone-eligible nodes (a), the drone speed (b) and the depot location (c). The drone speed (b) gives the ratio between the drone speed and the truck one, while (c) takes value 1 when the depot is located at the center of all the customers, and value 2 when located at the leftbottom corner of the considered region. For the algorithms, the same information reported for the tests of Section 6.2 are considered.
From Table 5 one can see that the percentage of drone eligible nodes is the feature with the highest impact on the convergence of the exact algorithm, that solves more efficiently instances with a smaller drone eligible percentage. In general, the optimality gaps of the exact methods are very high, indicating that their limit has been reached and probably passed. It is interesting to observe how 2IF is sometimes performing better than 2IF-BC: in a few circumstances it is even able to retrieve heuristic solutions while 2IF-BC is not. The heuristic RRLS is consistently better (apart from outlier cases), normally finding heuristic solutions substantially better than those of the other methods. This suggests that RRLS can be regarded as a robust method, able to cope with challenging instances. 
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed novel formulations for the Flying Sidekick Traveling Salesman Problem. We also proposed a matheuristic method based on the previous model, and designed for large and difficult instances. Extensive computational tests showed that the best formulation could solve to optimality all the benchmark instances from the literature, with 10 customers, in reasonable time. Several instances with 20 customers could be solved to optimality as well, indicating that the proposed models could be used effectively for instances of small/medium size. For what concerns the matheuristic method we introduced, it has provided robust high quality results for all the benchmarks in relatively short computation times, with remarkable results on the larger instances considered, on which it was able to improve the heuristic solutions provided by the other methods by a large amount. Future works should explore problems with multiple trucks and drones and taking into account harder constraints.
